
T h e  G o o g l e M a p  C h a l l e n g e

GoogleMaps: More than just a way to find directions.
A GoogleMap is a new kind of tool that combines a geographical map with interactive text, audio and visual material. You’ve probably used them to find out out how to 
get to your favorite restaurant from campus, but they have far more interesting uses than that! GoogleMaps are quickly becoming a whole new way of thinking about 
making connections between places and ideas in visually stimulating and interactive ways. GoogleMaps allows you to create your own journeys and annotate place 
markers with text and multimedia content; you can upload your own photos to your map, link to YouTube clips, write text and link to  blogs and other kinds of websites. 
This free service encourages you to build maps that tell stories in a visually interesting, geographically situated way, and all sorts of people, from news agencies to 
public transportation services, are now using maps to create new kinds of content (commonly called “mashups”). GoogleMaps shows how fun and creative writing on 
the web can really be. With  no experience and lots of imagination you can join the most creative people currently delivering content on the web.

Since we are studying globalization in many of its forms, it’s obvious that maps would be a useful way to present ideas. In this assignment you’re going to literally “map”  
a topic of of your choosing that relates to globalization. In other words, you are going to use  the multimedia environment of GoogleMaps to tell your story and present 
your research to the rest of the class (and the rest of the world, if you wish!).

How do GoogleMaps work?
GoogleMaps are really easy to use. These introductory videos1 will show you the basics. Here’s the page that gives you step-by-step instructions on how to build your 
map.2 This YouTube video shows you how to create interactive place markers.3 Finally, Google Maps Mania4 is a great blog that shows how people are using 
googlemaps around the world. It provides links to hundreds of maps and is a great place to start thinking about your own map. You will need to sign into your 
Google Account to start using the maps.

What kind of maps could I create?
Pretty much anything you want, as long as your map in some way engages with the ideas about globalization we are exploring in the class. The map should reflect your 
personal or academic interests (or both, of course!). This assignment can be on the same topic as your midterm paper, so the research you will undertake in the 
following weeks can be used for both projects. In your written assignment you have to write to a particular audience, and you should think about sending your map 
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1 http://www.google.com/intl/en_us/help/maps/tour/

2 http://local.google.com/support/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=68480

3 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ft7FZe6Q8OI&feature=PlayList&p=98DA918472BB3131&index=16

4 http://googlemapsmania.blogspot.com/
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to a blog or website that appeals to that audience them when the map is ready. Someone may well publish your map to their site. After all, you are an engaged citizen 
with informed and interesting things to say.   

How big does my map have to be? How will it be evaluated?
• The map will be evaluated as a Learning Record work sample. So, be sure to make observations about what you are learning as you are creating your map and use 

the work samples as a way of building your research. A draft of the map is due the week of 10/28, when we will spend the week on presentations of your maps. The 
final map is due the last day of class as a work sample in your LR. In addition, you need to produce a two-page, single-spaced explanation of your choices 
for the map. In this short paper you will explain the idea behind the map - the intended audience, the choice of sources, why you chose that particular layout. etc. 
My criteria for assessing your map are simple: how well do you use the map technology? How clear is the story you are trying to tell? How do you balance writing in 
the map with multimedia content? Will this map be useful and legible for your defined audience? Will they understand what this map is about without having been in 
this class?

• There are a number of ways you can fill in your map. It must have at least 8 placemarkers that contain text, and some sort of reference to other multimedia resources 
(photos, hyperlinks, YouTube clips etc).  The writing must by your own, though you obviously can use links to other text, audio and visual material to help tell your 
story. Part of the skill you will develop will be to decide what information to write into the placemarker and what you will leave to your hyperlinked sources. For 
example, how well can you tell the story within your map without forcing your audience to jump to other websites to fill in the gaps? These are the kinds of important 
choices you must make. The success of your map will depend on the clarity of your writing, what sources you use and how you incorporate them, and the overall 
coherence of the project (in other words, can the reader easily understand the whole idea behind the map?).

• You will need to do some research, but that research could include your own photographs (or photos you find on the web); your own interview or  podcast (or one 
you find on the web), a really cool YouTube clip, or an informative website or blog. Remember, your GoogleMap and midterm paper can be on the same topic, so 
research for the map can count as an opportunity to develop your research for your midterm paper. The only real rules are that the map must in some way relate to 
the ideas we are talking about in class. It must be informative (in other words,  it shows research) and there must be writing to assess. DON’T present me with 
just a bunch of photos or hyperlinks; it’s how you write about them that counts.

An opportunity to present your work and collaborate with others
Presentations will be on the week of 10/28. The feedback you get from the class during these presentations you will be able to clarify your ideas and build a better map. 
After the presentations you will buddy with two other classmates. For the rest of the semester, you will be helping each other evaluate your maps using the map rating 
function built into GoogleMaps. 

Summary: Important information
Midterm maps due: week  10/28
Final Map Due:    12/4
Accompanying Paper: due: 12/4
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